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The global non-life insurance industry experienced a modest 1.9% growth (in real 
terms) in premium volumes during 2011.1 The global economic slowdown, particularly 
in Europe, was the primary culprit. Sluggish growth was somewhat offset by the 
trend of rising premium rates in certain regions and lines of business. Overall, 
however, industry profitability remained under pressure globally as a result of record 
losses from catastrophic events in 2011 and a sub-par investment environment. 
Growth appears uncertain for the near future, as the slowdown in Europe and North 
America continues to forestall economic growth in Asia-Pacific.

The non-life insurance industry is experiencing both top- and bottom-line pressures. 
While growth has been slow over the last five years, future growth also seems 
uncertain. The after-effects of the 2008 global financial crisis, an ongoing economic 
crisis in Europe, and a continued slow-down in the United States and Asia-Pacific 
economies have negatively impacted investment income for insurance companies. 

Because of the global macro reasons noted above as well as sweeping changes in 
technology, the non-life insurance industry is witnessing shifting trends in the three 
core functions of the insurance value chain – front office, policy administration and 
underwriting, and claims. 

This paper examines key trends emerging in the policy administration and 
underwriting function as insurers seek to operate more efficiently and cost-effectively, 
as well as improve customer service.

While non-life insurers seek improved risk assessment and pricing, they continue 
to witness a rise in catastrophe-related losses. It is for this reason insurers are 
increasingly focused on adopting geographic information systems (GIS). Location-
based data from a GIS allows insurers to more accurately price risk situations, taking 
into account the risk of perils and accumulation of risk at any given location.

Since many non-life insurers are behind the automation curve, there is an increased 
focus on implementing straight-through processing (STP) using underwriting 
workbenches. Underwriting workbench systems offer a high level of automation, 
better integration with existing systems, and a single view of customer.

World-wide economic 
pressures and 
sweeping technological 
advances find the non-
life insurance industry 
experiencing sweeping 
changes in their core 
functions – most notably, 
policy administration and 
underwriting.

1. Highlights

1 World Insurance in 2011, Swiss Re, May 2012
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2. Introduction
2.1. Global Non-Life Insurance Performance
After a 2010 post-crisis recovery of 4.1%, worldwide economic growth in 2011 
weakened to 2.7% real GDP.2 This slowdown had a negative impact on the global 
insurance industry, and direct premiums dropped by 0.8% in real terms – primarily 
led by a decline in the life insurance sector. The near future looks uncertain for 
the global insurance industry, primarily because of the ongoing economic crisis in 
Europe. Emerging markets, however, are expected to continue their growth, although 
at a slower rate, while the United States is likely to experience moderate growth.

Global non-life insurance premiums grew at a moderate (real) rate of 1.9% in 2011.3 

This growth was primarily caused by an increase in the premium rates in certain 
geographies and lines of businesses. Advanced economies experienced a minimal 
0.5% growth in premiums due to recession in Europe and weak growth in the United 
States. On the other hand, emerging markets continued their robust growth with a 
9.1% rise in premiums, although at a slower pace compared to 2010.

Exhibit 1: Global Non-Life Insurance Premium Volumes 
($ bn) and Inflation Adjusted Growth (%), 2007–11
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2 The Global Outlook in Summary, 2010-2014, World Bank, http://web.worldbank.org/external/default/mai
n?theSitePK=659149&pagePK=2470434&contentMDK=20370107&menuPK=659160&piPK=2470429

3 “World Insurance in 2011,” Swiss Re, May 2012
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Significant catastrophic losses during 2011, particularly in Australia, Japan, and New 
Zealand, negatively impacted the profitability of the overall non-life insurance industry. 
Investment income was also truncated in the prevailing low interest rate environment. 

Forecasted slow growth in the North American economy and a recession in several 
European countries are expected to continue to put pressure on the growth of the 
non-life insurance industry in these regions in the near future. Premium growth in 
Asia-Pacific is expected to remain robust and support global premium growth. This 
growth, however, could remain lower than that in the recent past, primarily due to 
slower economic growth in the region. 

2.2. Insurance Value Chain
Insurance companies’ operations can be broadly divided into three core elements, 
representing a value chain:

•	 Front Office

•	 Policy Administration and Underwriting

•	 Claims Processing and Payout

Along with these three core elements, a range of support functions are also 
required to ensure smooth operations, including finance and accounting, HR, legal, 
infrastructure, and asset management.

Exhibit 2: Insurance Value Chain

Source: Capgemini Analysis, 2013
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Forecasted slow 
growth in the North 
American economy and 
a recession in several 
European countries are 
expected to continue 
to put pressure on the 
growth of the non-life 
insurance industry in 
these regions in 2012.

This paper focuses on the policy administration and underwriting function of the 
insurance value chain for non-life insurers and identifies key trends and potential 
implications.
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4 Trends shown are not necessarily comprehensive, but have been highlighted due to their relevance and 
potential impact on the industry

As the non-life insurance industry continues to experience sluggish growth and 
declining profits, there is an increased focus on improving policy administration and 
underwriting functions.

Property and casualty insurers continue to invest in policy administration 
transformation as they endeavor to address rising costs, changing regulations, and 
dated and inflexible technology. It is for these reasons that a quest for efficiency is 
driving non-life insurers to increase investment in process automation. Moreover, 
catastrophic events in recent years have fueled interest in using geographic 
information systems to help more accurately price underwriting risks. 

These changes have led to the emergence of the following global trends in policy 
administration and underwriting for non-life insurance companies4:

1. Continued investment in overhauling policy administration

2. Increased adoption of geographic information systems 

3. Increased focus on leveraging underwriting workbenches

3. Emerging Trends

Global Trends in 
Non-Life Insurance 2011: 

Front Office

Global Trends in 
Non-Life Insurance 2012: 

Claims

Global Trends in 
Non-Life Insurance 2011: 

Policy Administration
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4.1. Background and Key Drivers
The insurance industry has become largely commoditized. Because customers often 
choose an insurer primarily on the basis of price, top-line growth is extremely difficult 
in these markets. Since the policy administration function represents the largest 
operational cost/spend area, an increasing number of non-life insurers are looking for 
ways to transform this function.

Among the key drivers for policy administration transformation are cost and process 
efficiencies, speed to market, regulatory pressures, and changing client demands. 
For example:

•	 Increased competition and changing customer preferences are forcing insurers 
to improve their time to market for new/innovative products. Yet, many existing 
legacy policy administration systems hamper insurers’ ability to quickly respond to 
market demands.

•	 Legacy policy administration systems are inflexible and take longer to adhere to 
changing regulatory compliance requirements.

•	 Many existing legacy policy administration systems are risky, inflexible, and costly 
to maintain. To remain cost efficient and lean, insurers must get on board the 
policy administration transformation train as they journey to reduce total cost of 
ownership and cost per policy.

4.2. Analysis
Unprecedented advancements in technology have created and are fostering a highly 
competitive market. To remain competitive, insurers must reduce the number of 
systems or consolidate onto a single platform for a more efficient and effective policy 
administration function. If insurers want more flexibility in their business models, they 
need to replace outdated core systems with leading-edge functionalities. 

4. Trend 1: Continued Investment in 
Transforming Policy Administration

Exhibit 3: IT Spending Breakdown by Business Function for Global P&C Insurance 
Industry (US $bn), 2009-2015F
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a. Others includes spending towards sales force, MIS, distribution channels, and back-office activities 
Source: Capgemini Analysis, 2013; Ovum, Insurance Technology Spending Through 2016; July 2012

If insurers want more 
flexibility in their business 
models, they need to 
replace outdated core 
systems with leading-
edge functionalities.
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It seems insurers are taking the hint. According to IT spending patterns and 
estimates for 2009-2015, policy administration and claims continue to be the biggest 
spend areas for the global P&C insurance industry.

As noted above, insurers need to reduce the number of systems or consolidate onto 
a single platform to remain competitive and efficient within policy administration. 

Prior to embarking on a policy administration transformation, insurers should first 
conduct a strategic as-is assessment. Based on this assessment, insurers can 
decide to retain a business block entirely, retain the business but transfer the end-
to-end policy administration to a third-party administrator (TPA) or business process 
outsourcer (BPO), or sell the business outright.5

4.3. Implications
Considering that policy administration transformation initiatives require significant 
time and investment, non-life insurers should prepare a roadmap after considering 
the current state of their policy administration function and future needs.

Exhibit 4: Strategic Roadmap to Transform Policy Administration

Source: Capgemini Analysis 2013, adapted from World Insurance Report 2013, Capgemini and Efma

5 For a detailed approach to the transformation process, please refer to World Insurance Report 2012, 
published by Capgemini and EFMA, http://www.capgemini.com/resources/world-insurance-report-2012

Assessment of Current 
Blocks of Business

Transformed Policy 
Administration Function
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Case for Using 
Service Providers/TPA

•	 Availability of qualified 
TPAs

•	 Ability of TPAs to 
provide acceptable 
service quality 
monitored through 
SLAs

•	 Capability of 
TPA systems in 
providing required 
service/ integration 
without significant 
modifications

Case for Using BPO

•	 Quality of services

•	 Cost of services

•	 Financial stability

•	 Process adherence

Case for Retaining 
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•	 Business process 
re-engineering

•	 Consolidation

•	 Modernization

•	 Sourcing strategies

Transform the 
Retained Business

Case for Selling 
the Line of Business

•	 Stakeholder buy-in

•	 Financial due diligence

•	 Local regulatory 
approvals

•	 Adhering to Solvency 
II norms
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5.1. Background and Key Drivers
While global non-life insurance companies witnessed little premium growth over the 
last five years, they increasingly face profit margin pressures. The global financial 
crisis, which began in 2008, resulted in a significant decline in the investment income 
of non-life insurers across the globe.

As profits continue to decline, there is an increased focus on improving underwriting 
profits. Insurers continue to look to improve their underwriting process and risk 
management. This is leading to increased adoption of geographical information 
systems (GIS), which is a location intelligence data source. 

Location intelligence data allows insurers to more accurately price the risks involved 
by taking into account risk of perils and accumulation of risk at any given location. In 
recent years, non-life insurers have experienced increased claims due to catastrophic 
events, thus leading to a focus on using location-based intelligence to estimate 
and price the risks. Technological advancements and an increased availability of 
geographical data are among other key drivers for increased GIS adoption.

The need to improve risk pricing and management is also driving GIS adoption. This 
allows insurers to accept some cases which they previously would have rejected 
because of insufficient data. 

5.2. Analysis
A GIS lets an insurer capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present all 
types of geographical data. Primarily used for property insurance, a GIS allows 
risk determination based on a property’s physical location. The primary advantage 
of geographical location is to determine a catastrophic, weather- or natural event-
related risk or other risks in that area. The location information is used to determine 
proximity to risks, such as nuclear power plant, bush fire- and flood-prone, areas, 
for example. Thus the location can be used to improve risk assessment and lead to 
more accurate pricing.

A GIS should offer the capability to integrate data from multiple sources, including 
past historic data from insurance industry- and hazard-related data from government 
agencies, the scientific community, or any third-party provider.

Since availability of data varies by geography, the countries with significant data 
sources – the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada –lead in adopting 
geographic information systems for underwriting operations. Recent catastrophic 
events in the United States, Europe, and Japan have underscored the importance of 
GIS solutions and will likely drive increased adoption across other regions globally.

5. Trend 2: Increased Adoption of 
Geographic Information Systems

Geographical information 
systems can help 
insurers remain 
competitive by analyzing 
location intelligence data 
to more accurately price 
location risks – be it 
natural, such as weather, 
or man-made, such as a 
nuclear power plant.
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An extensive analysis of GIS data will lead to a more accurate rating of geographies, 
helping to reduce underwriting leakage, allow better product offerings, and 
determine better pricing. Thus, increased adoption of GIS is likely to:

•	 Reduce costs as a result of improved risk pricing 

•	 Increase revenues as a result of more accurate risk acceptance

5.3. Implications
Adoption of GIS for underwriting, however, requires a number of considerations 
for insurance companies. Insurers need to assess how location intelligence could 
be utilized to improve risk analysis and exposure for their lines of business. They 
must also analyze and establish connections with sources of information from 
governmental, third-party, or pay-for-use data providers.

Although insurers may start with manual analysis, they should consider integrating 
location intelligence capability into their core insurance systems.

Exhibit 5: Roadmap to Integrated GIS Capability

Source: Capgemini Analysis 2013
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Build Manual 
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Enhance Core 
Systems for 

Integration with GIS
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6.1. Background and Key Drivers
By most standards today, the ability of an underwriting department to execute to its 
fullest potential is impeded by inadequate and outdated automation. This renders 
insurance companies somewhat inept at monitoring the efficiency of the underwriting 
process and portfolio performance. 

While insurers are looking to improve efficiency and enhance service levels of the 
underwriting function, cost reduction also remains a priority. These conflicting 
requirements warrant a detailed analysis of the underwriting process to identify gaps 
or areas of improvement.

Traditional paper-based manual underwriting leads to long underwriting decision 
cycles. It involves manual tracking, manual receipt/follow up of underwriting 
requirements through courier/mail, and multiple hand-offs—all of which result in 
time delays.

Today, cost efficiency and a reduced process time would be key drivers to achieve 
a competitive advantage. In order to stay competitive, a quick sales cycle and 
improved intermediary productivity need to be a priority. 

These challenges with the traditional underwriting process are driving non-life 
insurers to achieve straight-through processing (STP) of the underwriting process by 
implementing underwriting workbenches.

6.2. Analysis
As insurers pursue increased automation, an underwriting workbench system 
can help underwriting departments increase its efficiency and effectiveness and 
streamline the process to provide STP.

An underwriting workbench system connects with multiple databases – an insurer 
or any third-party – to provide a seamless and integrated view of all case-related 
information in a single place. The information is more organized and easier for 
the underwriting staff to retrieve as they analyze, assess, and decide each case. 
An automated process also allows staff to focus their energies and time on more 
complex cases, further improving underwriting efficiency and accuracy.

It provides underwriters the ability to group and view each case’s risks by type, 
source, and benefit and allows users to compare similar cases reviewed in the 
past. The system also offers an easier way to store, retrieve, and analyze evidences 
associated with the case. 

An underwriting workbench provides seamless integration with agent/broker 
systems, so it is faster and requires less effort. Because most steps are automated 
using standard rules and checklists, underwriting decisions and risk analysis can be 
more consistent.  

6. Trend 3: Increased Focus on Leveraging 
Underwriting Workbenches

An underwriting 
workbench connects 
with multiple databases 
– an insurer or any 
third-party – to 
provide a seamless 
and integrated view 
of all case-related 
information in a single 
place. The information 
is more organized 
and easier for the 
underwriting staff 
to retrieve as they 
analyze, assess, and 
decide each case.
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The system offers senior executives a way to take a detailed look at the underwriting 
process, thus helping identify gaps or deficiencies in costs or processes. Advanced 
underwriting workbenches can also offer dashboards to display metrics for the 
process, such as average time taken for decision and accepted vs. declined cases. 
These metrics allow senior executives to measure process efficiencies and track 
improvements over time.

6.3. Implications
Non-life insurers that seek to implement underwriting workbenches need to first, 
assess their underwriting process and devise standard underwriting rules. These 
rules or checklists are required to automate the underwriting process. Since insurers 
typically manage multiple lines of business and types of risk, they need to develop 
standard rules for each business and risk.

An STP-based workbench will be a major change for the underwriting department 
staff.  Insurers would be prudent to align the workforce with the newly implemented 
system, invest in learning endeavors, and define those steps that require 
employee interaction.

Since the underwriting workbench needs to integrate with existing systems for data, 
insurers must see to it that the new system works seamlessly with their core systems 
– particularly policy administration. As product definitions are stored in policy 
administration, the workbench system will need to be integrated to access data and 
control necessary parameters. 

Exhibit 6: Key Benefits of Underwriting Workbench

Source: Capgemini Analysis 2013

Underwriting Workbench

Streamlines Human Decision Process

Automates Process

Assesses Underwriting Risks and Makes Decisions
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Provides Integrated Information View
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